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Power rate rolls back
by: Liborio P. Mendrano

T

he Isabela II Electric Cooperative, Inc. (ISELCO II) reduces
power rate to P9.2962 per kilowatt
hour in December from P9.6681
in November 2012. Each Memberconsumer will have P37.19 centavos per kilowatt hour decrease in
his consumption for December.

T

his roll back is due to decrease
of Generation and Transmission charges being charged to ISELCO II by SN Aboitiz, Inc. (SNAP) and
the National Grid Corporation of
the Philippines (NGCP). Corollary to

reduction in
Generation
and Transmission charges, Systems Loss
Charge will decrease aside from the
Power Prompt Payment Discount
(PPD) granted by SNAP due to payment of power bill before due date.
Member-consumers with prompt
payment will benefit from the reduction and as these are automatically deducted from their power bill
for the month of December.
(See table on page 7)

Roxas substation constructed, San Manuel substation up next
The Isabela II Electric Cooperative (ISELCO II), in collaboration with
Asiaphil Industries and Metering
Incorporated,recently completed the
construction of its Roxas 10 Mega Volt
Ampere (MVA). The energization and
official switch-on was graced by Board
Chairman Walfrido G. Binag, Director
Silvino P. Cammayo and Director Bernardo I. Batara. They were joined by
General Manager David Solomon M.
Siquian and office personnel from ISELCO II Main, Roxas and Aurora Branch

Offices.
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The Cooperative has also
embarked on the relocation of
the existing 10MVA substation
from Muñoz, Roxas to San Manuel, Isabela. The project provides
a feeder line exclusively for the
high voltage consumers like Rice
Mills from where bulk of electricity loads are served.
The two-phase activities are
turn to page 5

Roxas Substation

A GLIMPSE OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
by: Andrea Blanca M. Antonio

If you visit the main office of ISELCO II, you might have a chance to
run into the person who has a striking resemblance with FPJ “ Da King”,
tall, dark and well-built – Board
Chairman Walfrido “Wally” G. Binag.
The 46 year leader old is always
mistakenly called as “Wilfredo”,
“Warlito”, “Waldy” in most of the
letter sent to the office but such
names only refer to the same man
“THE BIG BOSS or the BOSS OF THE
BOSSES”.
Married to a brilliant regional
magistrate, Atty. Elizabeth C. Binag,
and a doting father to a college
freshman, he has proven himself to
be responsible and loving head of
the family and a leader, he being a
Barangay Captain, sets good example to his constituents in the village
of Anao, Cabagan, Isabela.
President Binag, as the Coop
officers and employees fondly call

dent but this negates “first impressions lasts” because he is exactly
the opposite of this old cliché.
From 2007 to present, he serves
as Director for District VIII comprising the municipalities of Tumauini and Cabagan. He continually
shows support to employees and
though difficulties keep meddling
with the affairs of the office, he still
shows determination that ISELCO
II can pull through. Together with
the other members of the Board, he
manages to solve problems gently
him in the office, wears a smile on and calmly but never shows sign of
his face all the time and does what laxity.
others would probably do, “PERHe never fails to commend, apCEIVE HIS ENVIRONMENT” and once
preciate and recognize employees
you get to sit and discuss things
showing their best at work but he
about him being at the helm of the
also freely speaks his mind but not
Cooperative, he will talk with gusto
to the point of offending a person.
about the Cooperative’s plans and
He knows how to say “yes” when it
dreams. He may seem unapproachis meant to be yes but says no when
able and intimidating because of
the situation demands it.
his body built and his title as Presi-
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ISELCO II consumers to pay capital share
by: Pinky Ann C. Lucas
Pursuant to passage of Board Resolution No. 2012- 013, each regular consumer
is now required to invest 12 shares or an
equivalent of Php 1,200.00 in the Cooperative as a result of its registration with
the Cooperative Development Authority
(CDA) in 2007.
The officers of the Isabela II Electric Cooperative, Inc. (ISELCO II) decided to register with the CDA primarily to relieve consumers from paying millions of peso taxes
strictly imposed by the provincial government and the 22 municipalities within the
territorial jurisdiction of the Cooperative.
Capital share collection will serve as basis for the issuance to the Cooperative of
certificate of tax exemption by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue (BIR) the requirement
to be fulfilled by the Cooperative. Aside
from tax exemption, consumers will also
receive dividends depending on the number of shares invested.
The payment of 12 shares or more
at one hundred pesos per share will be
automatically integrated in the monthly
power bill depending on the kwh used.
About Php 20 is collected from consumers consuming 0-20 kwh; Php for 21-100
kwh and; Php 100 for 101 and above kwh
power consumption until the same shall
have been fully settled. New consumers,
on the other hand, are already required to
pay P 300 pesos paid-up capital upon registration with the Cooperative. Fully paid
consumers will receive Certificates where

their names, account number and number of shares bought are indicated. Incorporation of P 1,200 in the power bill will
take effect immediately upon approval of
the Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC).
The Cooperative, through its Institutional Services Department (ISD), regularly attended scheduled sessions of the
sangguniang bayan and association of
barangay captains in the different municipalities to explain mandated collection
and benefits of consumers when they pay
share capital. Villages and high schools are
targeted to be visited to create awareness
on the program.

ISELCO II employees
shake grounds
by: Rachelle Suzette L. Balauag
Ilagan City- The Isabela II Electric
Cooperative, Inc. (ISELCO II) employees actively participated in the “Hataw”
dance exercise led by Romeo Salviejo,
coop nurse, every Wednesday and Firday at 4:30 in the afternoon at the main
office grounds Alibagu, Ilagan City, Isabela.
Salviejo said, this HATAW activity
is just part & parcel of the Cooperative
health program. Most of the ISELCO II
main office employees’ nature of work
are paper and computer works, and 8090 percent of office hours are spent sitting down.
Liborio Medrano,
one of the participants
in the said activity said
that Hataw promotes
physical fitness, camaraderie and fun.

ISELCO II employees dance the “Zumba”

The physical activity showed by the employees is beneficial in
reducing the risk of car-

diovascular disease and control weight gain.
The said activity was being enjoyed by the employees not only time for work but
also to have fun. It has contributed a lot to employees’ well-being and health.
“Health is wealth”, and to be healthy, will make the ISELCO II family happy enjoying the HATAW dance exercise.

How to Deal With Working Mom Guilt
In the modern age, it is very common for mothers to have full-time jobs while also raising their children.
Some mothers often experience intense feelings of guilt as a result of working, because of everything from
not being at home to welcome the children back from school to not having time in the afternoon to help
out with homework. If you are a working mother, learn to cope with your guilt in a productive and healthy
way.
Remember exactly why you have a job. Before you allow feelings of guilt to eat away at you, think about
the purpose for which you are employed. The answer is probably to provide for your children, from saving up for
college education to putting food on the table every day. If you remind yourself that the big reason why you work in
the first place is to support your family, your guilt will likely be lessened.

turn to page 10
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ISELCO II answers queries
by: Liborio Medrano
Concerned Board of Directors of the Isabela II Electric
Cooperative, Inc. (ISELCO II) along with the Management
and staff met with the owners of rice millers in Aurora and
San Manuel on July 3, 2012 at the residence of Mayor William T. Uy, municipality of Aurora.
The meeting was set to discuss the letter of Mr. Ricardo
P. Tan, President/ General Manager of Isabela La Suerte
Rice Mill Corporation and Green Harvest Rice Mill questioning ISELCO II implementation of Energy Regulatory
Commission Resolution No. 01, Series 2012, A Resolution
Adopting Certain Guidelines for the Implementation by
the Distribution Utilities of the Uniform Reportorial Requirements (URR) Model starting January 2012. The Resolution provides that higher rates are to be imposed with
consumers consuming higher voltage for rice millers than
residential or low voltage end-users because of the demand
charges collected from the former.
turn to page 6

Mr. Richard Tan of LASUERTE Rice Mill speaks on
behalf of the business sector in Aurora.

ISELCO II HIGHLIGHTS & MILESTONES
December 1, 1978
Purchase and take-over of the defunt Ilagan
Electric Plant
December 18, 1978
ISELCO II erected the first electric pole in
Cabagan, Isabela
July 2, 1979 to August 1982
Energization of 18 Municipalities ; Start of the
construction of a 3.2 Megawatt Dendro Thermal
Power plant at Batong Labang, Ilagan, Isabela
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WHY LED BULBS ARE
BETTER
WHY LED BULBS ARE last
25
BETTER
times longer
than the oldRight now, LED (Light fashioned inEmitting Diodes) lighting candescent bulb.
is prevalent in commercial Instead of 1,000
and residential settings.
hours, which is the
Why are companies and typical rated life of standresidences jump on the ard incandescent bulbs, the
LED bandwagon? It has rated life of LEDs is usually
a lot to do with the bot- 25,000 hours or more. (The
tom line: LEDs are a better rated life of CFLs is about
investment over the long 9,000 hours.) This makes
haul since they last so much the LED light bulb cost-eflonger than the old-fash- fective in the long run.
ioned incandescent bulbs.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
LED
lighting can save up to
Here are some reasons
85 percent of the electricwhy LED lights are better:
ity used by incandescent
RELIABILITY.
While bulbs and up to 50 percent
most fluorescent lights of electricity used by fluo(CFLs) cannot be dimmed rescents. Unlike the oldand many can flicker, LED fashioned
incandescent,
lighting uses solid-state which wastes 90 percent of
technology, which allows the energy it uses by giving
for dimming and eliminates off heat, LED bulbs do not
flickering. LED lights can create heat. Since LED light
withstand extremely cold bulbs produce significantly
conditions, so they are very less heat than incandescent
durable (this is one of the bulbs, they reduce the need
reasons LED lights are so for air conditioning in the
popular for outdoor light- home. While it’s true that
ing applications). LEDs LED light bulbs are more
turn on instantly, so there expensive, they provide
is no warm-up time. In fact, real cost savings because
they are ideal for uses where they consume less energy
there is a need for frequent – resulting in lower energy
“on/off ” cycling. This is an bills. This is another reason
advantage over fluorescent why companies understand
lamps, which fail faster that LED lights are a better
when turned on and off of- investment over the long
ten. LED light bulbs do not haul.
contain breakable filaments
E N V I R O N M E N TA L or glass, making them
shock-resistant, unlike flu- LY FRIENDLY. LED light
orescent and incandescent bulbs do not contain merbulbs, which are fragile. cury – making them more
Most important of all is the earth-friendly than CFLs,
fact that LED light bulbs
turn to page 6

DEPARTMENT intensifies confirmation and verification
				
of Power Bills			 by: Remedios A. Laragan
The writer in its pursuit to eradicate misappropriation of funds from among the Collectors intensifies
confirmation and verification of Power Bills in some
areas which is seemed to be suspicious in nature.

fice of the General Manager as recommended by the
Audit Department. This was done to create awareness of the collector to improve their collection efficiency. Such action will benefit the Branch Managers,
and Sub-office Head who have direct supervision on
The result of Power Bills Inventory in all Branch Of- them because they were already conducting confirfices that incurred discrepancies was also an added mation and verification report on their levels.
source in the implementation of the said activity.
Other sources came from generating individual conThe head of Audit Department would like to emsumer ledger data from the Billing Section. From this brace the activity and everybody is taking responsiledger, it can immediately identify bills that were left bility to come out with the desired result.
un-posted and bills that were declared disconnected
but found active served as basis in implementing the
“No legacy is so rich as honesty.”
program.
Collectors who were found to have violated policies on collection were given sanctions from the Of-

-William Shakespear

Roxas substation constructed, San Manuel substation up next
by: Sherwin B. Quijano
from page 1

expected to accommodate the power requirements
of the municipalities of Roxas, Aurora, San Manuel,
Quezon and Quirino or what we collectively call theMallig Region. It also ensures adequacy, realibility
and efficient supply of electricity in the ever growing
region.

San Manuel Substation

Roxas Substation

San Manuel Substation
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SUPERVISOR’S Corner
by: Constante Gañgan

Collective Negotiation Agreement:
“an achievement worth praising”
The ISELCO II Supervisors Association (ISA) Collective Negotiation Agreement(CNA) have come to realize after nine months since the deliberation on December 2011 of
the parameters involving the economic benefits provided
by the contract.
The event was held at Institutional Services
Department(ISD) bldg, ISELCO II main on September 24,
2012. Before the signing of CNA between the Officers of the
ISA headed by Mrs. Veneranda E. Castillo, ISA President,
general manager, the department heads, and the members
of the board, the branch managers expressed their commitment and dedication for a better ISELCO II in the coming
years.

UR-001 with office address at Alibagu, Ilagan City, Isabela.
After the thorough deliberation among the members, the
C N A now guarantees the full implementation retroactive
January 2012 until December 31, 2014. Provisions stipulated
in the signing of the CNA are: the wage benefits P1,000.00
for 2102; P1,500.00 for 2013; and P1,800.00 for 2014 and a
transportation allowance of P500.00 per month. Subject
for negotiation is the Step Increment by implementing the
NEA Memo Nr. 2008–2009 regarding Revised Salary Scale
for EC Employees, this will redound the inclusion of the
rank and file employees which shall involve a huge financial
expenditure in terms of salaries and wages which affect the
financial operation. The department heads assured the ISA
a thorough review of the CNA provisions so as that not only
ISA will be benefitted but also the rank and file employees.

The officers and members of the ISELCO II Supervisors
Association
expressly their gratitude to the members of the
The ISA-CNA was ratified on Aug. 11, 2007 by the supervisors compossed the section heads, sub-office heads, di- board, general manager and the department heads, for the
vision chiefs and BMs, a total of 39 members. It was then favorable result of the Collective Negotiation Agreement.
registered in the DOLE with Reg. Cert. Nr RO200-200509-

WHY LED BULBS
ARE BETTER
from page 4
which contain mercury and thus
contribute to landfill poisoning if
not disposed of properly. Adoption
of LED lighting by 2025 will reduce
electricity demands from lighting
by 62 percent; eliminate 258 million metric tons of carbon emissions;
reduce the amount of materials
dumped into landfills; and avoid the
building of 133 new power plants.
The only drawback to LED light
bulbs is they require an initial investment. It’s true you pay more for
an LED light bulb upfront, but you
save that money in the long run. You
also save time since you don’t have to
constantly change LED light bulbs.
Source:
http://blog.americanlightingassoc.com/
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ISELCO II answers queries
by: Liborio Medrano

from page 4
Tan, in his letter dated April 11, 2012, cited insuffiency of power supply from
ISELCO II as it drops to 180 volts- a voltage way below the power requirement of
their machinery and equipment. It was on this ground that rice millers requested
suspension in the implementation of the URR and that they should be classified
as high voltage consumers.
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Masters of Ceremonies: Pinky Ann Lucas (center)
& Constantino Gañgan (right most)

Intitutional Services Department

Aurora Branch Office

Office of the General Manager
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Ilagan Branch Office

Dir. Victor Jacinto delivers the welcome address

GM Siquian (standing) w/ Coop. Officers

Cabagan Branch Office

Technical Services Department

Officers dance Gangnam Style

ISELCO II
Hawaiian-inspired
Christmas Party
Finance Services Department

Tumauini Branch Office

GM Siquian welcomes the officers & employees
in this years Christmas Party.

Roxas Branch Office
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Employees… Aim High! Enroll Now!
by: Racquel Barandino
The emergence of the computer era has turned a 360 degree change in the employment world. Such change required
internal preparations to keep pace with the rapid growth of
businesses which is believed to be undertaken not overnight
but a considerable amount of time to accomplish. To grow,
a company must create an atmosphere of continuous learning where employees from the highest to the lowest rank
are willing and ready to accept the challenges and bigger responsibilities. As espoused by Peter F. Drucker in his book
Management Task, Responsibilities and Practices, a company can grow only to the extent to which its people can grow.
One growth policy ISELCO II formulated in response to
the need for continuous learning is Educational Loan Assistance for Employeeswhich was approved by the Board of
Directors under Policy No. 001-TS, Series 1997. It aims to
provide a continuing education program as a tool to professionalized Coop employees thereby achieving excellence in
organizational performance and service reliability.
The entrance of very young professionals in ISELCO II
is indeed never a problem to management because part of
the human resource department program for capability and
competence building is the opportunity to enroll and pursue
a college degree and/or graduate studies under the educational loan assistance policy of the Coop without being troubled with the cost needed. For one to avail this program, first,
the employee shall submit to the Office the General Manager
(OGM) a written request and permission of his intent to undergo continuing education. Upon approval of request, the
following documents shall be submitted: two certified true
copies of transcript of records shall be furnished, one for
the Administrative Division and one for the school; second,

subjects to be enrolled shall be
within the minimum requirement
of 9 units but to exceed 15 units for
the undergraduate enrollees while
in the graduate studies, subject
enrolled shall be within the minimum of six units and not to exceed
nine units ; third, after thoroughly
following the school’s institutional
policy on enrollment procedures,
the employee student shall submit
to the OGM a copy of his school
registration and assessed tuition
fees which shall be the basis and http://www.solarcelltraining.com/wprequired attachments for voucher content/uploads/2010/05/enroll1c.jpg
and check preparation by the Finance Services Department
(FSD); fourth, the total fees paid to the school shall be deducted in six equal monthly salary deduction covering the
semester enrolled; and last, the employee- student shall submit to the administrative Division a Certification from the
school Registrar’s Office his grades obtained during the semester.
Words of encouragement are continuously imparted to
employees to avail of this program. The Institutional Services Department (ISD) keeps informing the young employees
to include in their priorities career development. As of this
writing, a number of new entrant employees are preparing
for the next semester’s enrollment. Though how complicated
the environment of the electricity industry is, employees in
ISELCO II shall be provided educational opportunities because professional advancement is within their reach. So enroll now!

How to Deal... from page 3
Think about the positive aspects of working. Instead of obsessing over not being able to be around your children 24/7, concentrate on the benefits your employment could provide for your family.
Here are some tips that could help you cope up with being a working mom.
• Value the time you can spend alongside your children. Although you might not be able to hang around your children all
day long on weekdays, that doesn’t mean you cannot make the most out of the time you do get as a family. Organize fulfilling and
bonding activities for the weekends, from shopping, outings to relaxing afternoons at the park or go swimming.
• Adjust your schedule. Even if you do not have a lot of time in a single day, there are things that you can do to squeeze time
with your child in. As the saying goes, when there is a will, there is a way. Set your alarm to half an hour earlier every morning so
you get the chance to prepare your child a home-cooked breakfast, and even chat and discuss your activities for the day.
• Keep away from toxic people who add to your guilt. Some working moms feel guilty because of the negative influences of
others. If you have friends or acquaintances that constantly make passive-aggressive remarks either learn how to tune them out or
stay away from them.
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